
Repeatable revenue growth requires using 

some form of a proven SaaS ‘Sales Model’ 

A Sales Model is used to: 

• repeat YOY revenue growth

• generate more leads

• reduce cost of educating prospects

• add new verticals/customer profiles
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Sales Team at their Best

A Sales Model enables the sales team to work at 

their best by:

• capturing institutional knowledge

• focusing team on highest value work

• defining sales team decision making 

• aligning team to ideal customer profiles



B2B SaaS Sales Model 

A sales Model is a subsystem of the 

overall business model 
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Model Complexity by Adoption Curve Position

$2-6M 
Pragmatists
Repeatable revenue profile 

First target customer over the 
‘chasm’

Full time sales management 
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<$2M 
Innovators 
‘1st Paying’ Customer Profile 

CEO top salesperson

Customer tests, product pivots 

Geoff Moore’s ‘Chasm’

Every company has a sales Model of some kind, question is 

does the power of the Model match the goals and 

opportunity 



Department 

Structure

• departments/ 

teams 

• processes

• metrics

• software 

platforms 

Marketplace/

Ideal Customer

• customer 

profiles/personas

• buying 
process/journey

• pressure to 

act/urgency

• competitive 

analysis 

Management/

Team Decisions

• management 

matrix

• decision 
framework

• decision process/ 

criteria

• feedback loop

Sales Model typically consists of 3 core elements.

Effective Sales Model – 3 Elements



Dept. Structure is the most static; requires least work, is always 

the most developed

Marketplace/Customer is key driver to revenue/scaling team

Management/Decision making should be almost entirely 

controlled by experience in the marketplace

• Iterate as rapidly as possible: update every 2-3 months

• Feedback loop should be as direct as possible: customer 

experience directly improves management/decisions

• Ideal Customer Profiles are rarely static: update regularly

• Required sales team management will adjust to fit the 

marketplace pressures and customers

• Sales team decisions need to be continually improved to stay 

competitive 

Order of Development



Repeat YOY revenue growth
• proven sales success accurately defined on paper

• increases management’s span of control, 

effectiveness

Generate more leads
• MKT/sales are both aligned on ideal customer profiles

• metrics inform more lead gen. decisions

Reduce cost of educating prospects
• prospect’s preexisting urgency accurately detailed

• professional value to customer defined

• improved sales enablement materials

Practical Outcomes



Per Heistad, B2B Sales Expert

Per Heistad is the principal of iZtek, he has Fortune 500 experience in sales 

team lead generation. For 7 years he was contracted to American Express 

Financial Advisors where his work improved their sales team prospecting. In the 

12 years since Amex he has worked with dozens of early stage companies. 

Per’s sales system expertise includes defining Product Customer Fit, value 

proposition models, target customer profiling, lead generation 

campaigns/messaging and management structure.

Two key lessons from Per’s Amex experience: 

• Lead gen. is a science just as marketing and sales is a science. This science 

is well understood by $40M tech companies. 

• The greatest opportunity to grow revenue is always outside of the 

company. Internal company improvements are the lowest hanging fruit so 

those are the first to be made. That leaves the greatest opportunity to grow 

revenue outside of the company, e.g. better defining the customer’s 

urgency and value. 

When not generating leads, Per is well known for this wood fire cooking skills, 

his sport is free diving, Haiti is a favorite county to visit and he is hoping to find 

a lady for whom he can be her trophy husband. 


